
The Process

Interviewing Peter Dobias



Selecting who to interview

First, we had to decide on who to 

interview. We selected Peter Dobias, someone 

who grew up in Czechoslovakia during the 

communist regime. He was fortunately able to 

find time is his busy schedule to lend us a few 

hours to interview him.



Asking the right questions

Before the interview, we had to plan out which questions we would 

ask him. It was not too much of a challenge to decide what we wanted 

ask and learn about his perspective growing up in Czechoslovakia was 

like throughout the communist regime and Velvet Revolution.





Arrival

Peter and his wife live in a secluded area in 

Perth. When we arrived, they were very 

welcoming and offered us snacks and refreshments. 

We were a little nervous about how the interview 

might go, but overall quite excited.



Setting up

After meeting up at Peter’s house, we set up for the interview 

and tested to make sure everything was working. We had some 

technical issues with the lapel microphones we had planned on 

using, so we improvised using a cellphone to record the audio. 





The interview

Once the audio was sorted out and we set the camera we were able to start the 

interview. Everything was going well, however, after a few minutes of recording, 

the camera ran out of storage. Luckily, we had a backup memory card, so we were 

able to continue filming without much delay. The rest of the interview went along 

well without any other issues. Peter provided really engaging answers and showed 

us some family photos and artifacts.







Wrapping up

When the interview terminated, everyone was feeling quite confident with how 

it had turned out. We packed our stuff, said our goodbyes and thanked him for his 

time.



Final thoughts

We had a great discussion with Peter and it was really 

interesting to learn about his story and experience during the 

communist regime over Czechoslovakia. Overall, we had a 

wonderful experience working together on this project and 

learned a lot of skills related to interviewing and recording 

processes.


